Editing Example: The following is an example of a proposal that a colleague asked me to rewrite. The
name is changed to protect her privacy.
Original Version:
The Lure of the Vampire: A Look into the World of “Real” Vampires
Have you studied mythological or fictional vampires and want to know more about “real” vampires, well
this paper takes a respectful academic, but fun look at the rarely explored subculture. Jane Doe began
her exploration of the world of vampires in 2005 when she met her first vampire in Salem, Mass. She
then was intrigued by their life and has made many connections in that world.
In this presentation, she will share what she has learned and will take us on an exploration of the lives
of vampires that she has meet in her research journey. She will share interviews and stories from those
that identify as pranic, tantric, and/ or sanguinarian. She will explore the question of if they identify as
choice or if they believe that they were born this way. Each of the persons provide in depth looks at
their lives as they see them while answering questions of how others view them as well.
Questions as to when and how were they introduced to the lifestyle, who they see themselves as, how
the world has embraced them, what is their religion if they have one, how have their family and
significant others have embraced their lifestyle will be explored.
We may also learn who their favorite vampire is as well as other fun trivia.
Come learn about the secret world of the vampire.
Corrected Version:
The Lure of the Vampire: A Look into the World of “Real” Vampires
Have you studied mythological or fictional vampires and want to know more about “real” vampires?
Well, this paper takes a respectful, academic but fun look at the rarely explored subculture. Jane Doe
began her exploration of the world of vampires in 2005 when she met her first vampire in Salem,
Massachusetts. Doe became intrigued by their lives and has made many connections in that world.
In this presentation, she will share what she has learned and will take you on an exploration of the lives
of vampires that she has met on her research journey. She will share interviews and stories from those
who identify as Pranic, Tantric, and/ or Sanguinarian. Doe will explore questions about if they identify
their lifestyles as a choice or if they believe that they were born that way. She will also share information
gathered during interviews with people living the vampire lifestyle providing an in-depth look at their
lives and how others view them.
Questions as to when and how they were introduced to the lifestyle, how they perceive themselves,
how the world has embraced them, what their religions are, how their families and significant others
have embraced their lifestyle will also be explored.
Doe may even share who her favorite vampires are as well as other fun trivia.
Come learn about the secret world of the vampire.

